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vision

Indigena Wines Selection represents 
a genuine product that is native to the 
territory from which it is derived and 
grown in an ecologically conscious  
and sustainable manner

mission

Indigena Wines is part of a growing brand 
under which multiple companies operate.  
In carrying out our mission as leading wine 
expert to a worldwide audience, we are proud 
to provide our excellent services to our partners 
and guarantee the quality and exclusivity of the 
products we offer.

We take the most care in researching and 
discovering producers that share our vision as 
ecologically conscious and sustainable company. 
This research is further backed by our on the field 
work and visits with owners and producers to verify 
first-hand how they operate to create strong and 
meaningful partnerships.

The products we are offering today are  
a testament to some of the best emerging and/or 
consolidated producers we work with and are part  
of a wider group of companies we collaborate with. 
We selected these initial producers as advocates 
of the excellence we continually strive to achieve.

For this reason, we are able to offer consulta-
tion services that attest to our knowledge of the 
wine industry and the products being offered.  

By partnering with producers that operate 
vertically in a sustainable practice, we are proud 
to guarantee the quality of their business and their 
products to our partners.



  

our services for our partners

1 We start with identifying your company needs. 
This means researching your market from your 
company point of view.  
Example: All wines listed reflect your requests 
– Region Emilia-Romagna, Vegan, Entry-Level, 
Price, Award-Winning Wineries.

2 Exclusive Territory Contract.  
Example: Direct legal contracting with the  
wine producer and/or guaranteed by us as  
your intermediaries.

3 Analysis of import duties and optimization  
of shipping costs and services.

4 Our consultation services are available to 
your clients including private label options. 
Example: Our Indigena professionals can go  
to your clients for wine tastings

5 Defining wine selection based on market 
analysis.  
Example: Researching end-consumer needs in 
order to match your different client businesses.

6 Wine List for your company.  
Example: A complete wine list for fine wines 
and one for entry-level wines.

7 Provide complete wine training for your 
company and employees.

8 Private winery visits and tastings.

9 All orders* will be delivered up to four times  
a week with our custom branded vehicles.

10 You are protected by UK law from our London 
Agency.

* Minimum order requirement is £ 200.
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Al Canevon winery and estate is located  
in the captivating natural landscape of the hills  
of Valdobbiadene and Conegliano, homeland  
of Prosecco wine. It is here, in this marvellous 
region that we farm our 40 hectares of vineyards 
with great care and attention.

We believe everything comes from the land, 
and that it is to be treated with great respect in 
order to achieve wine that is the best expression 
of this wonderful terroir. Every day we commit 
ourselves to this leading principle, which we 
communicate to our consumers with the same 
passion and dedication we put into managing  
our vineyards.

The results of our hard work in the vineyards 
and winery, our careful selection of the best 
grapes both on the plant and during the harvest, 
and our meticulous winemaking and sparkling 
winemaking methods, translate in to fine, elegant 
wines recognised for their enveloping soft palate 
and alluring freshness.

azienda agricola al canevon

Via Pra Fontana, 99
31049 Valdobbiadene TV, Italia
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|  azienda agricola al canevon 

type

colour

grapes

production area

 
classification

method

Sparkling
White
Glera
Valdobbiadene
Conegliano 
docg

Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and auto-
clave refermentation 
with “Charmat Method”

type

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Sparkling
White
Glera 100%
Valdobbiadene
Conegliano 
d.o.c.
Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and auto-
clave refermentation 
with “Charmat Method”

type

colour

grapes

production area

 
classification

method

Sparkling
White
Glera
Valdobbiadene
Conegliano
docg

Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and auto-
clave refermentation 
with “Charmat Method”

millesimato prosecco treviso extra dry d.o.c.valdobbiadene prosecco superiore

BRONZE

Silver - 2014Gold - 2017Gold - 2017

Gold - 2014 87 pts. - 2017

Gold - 2014
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Soave Classico is the hilly area where vine-
yards were planted during Roman times. It is 
uniquely suited for developing white wine with its 
volcanic soil: pure basaltic lava, the only area with 
these particular character- istics in Italy. The area 
was originally planted with the ancient “Graecanic-
um” (coming from Greece) variety. This name was 
then transformed into “Garganega” in the local di-
alect. During the ‘60s Giuseppe Inama, the estate’s 
founder, began purchasing small plots of vineyards 
in the heart of the Soave Classico. His idea was to 
assemble only top quality vineyards of old-vine 
Garganega, and fashion from them a wine capable 
of restoring Soave’s reputation.

Foscarino is our main cru, which brings the 
name to our most important selection of Gargane-
ga. The aver- age of the vines is 45 years cultivated 
on south/ south east facing windy slopes.

Carbonare cru nestled in a remote corner, 
Vigneti di Carbonare is a wonderful vineyard of old 
pergolas which greets the morning sun, overlook-
ing a steep sided valley. In the past, farmers used 
to harvest wood and peat from here to produce 
coal.

azienda agricola inama

Località Biacche, 50
37047 San Bonifacio VR, Italia

Vulcaia and Vulcaia Fumé were the first 
wines produced in 1991. Our idea was to show the 
potential of the Soave Classico area, not yet with 
its classic wine, but with a new interpretation of 
the Sauvignon that, grown for the first time on its 
volcanic soil, gave a completely new and different 
version from the French variety.

All our white wines benefit of 3 to 12 hours 
skin-contact maceration.

Colli Berici is located a few kilometers South-
East of Soave hills, in the Southern part of Vicenza 
province. Despite its proximity, this area couldn’t 
be more different than Soave Classico. Colli Berici, 
separate from the pre-Alps, has half the annual 
rainfall, and higher average temperatures than 
Soave Classico area. The soil is limestone and red 
clays. Since from first trials, we understood the 
unexploited potential this area for red wines. In 
particular, the Carmenere variety, that has been 
present here for more than a century and produc-
es definitive examples of this type. During the last 
20 years, we have managed to create a property 
of about 30 hectares of Carmenere, Merlot and 
Cabernet Sauvignon.
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Sauvignon 100%
Soave classico
i.g.t Veneto
Fermentation in 
new barrique with 
30% strong toasting
and 70% used

vulcaia fumé

|  inama

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Sauvignon 100%
Soave Classico e 
Pedemontana
i.g.t Veneto
Vinification in steel

vulcaia
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94 pts. - 2017

92 pts. - 2016

93 pts. - 2016

2017
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Garganeca 100%
Soave classico
d.o.c
Vinification in steel

vin soave 
colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Garganega 100%
Soave classico
d.o.c
Fermentation in old bar-
rique. On the lees for 6 
months with batonnage 
each 6 weeks. Followed 
by another 6 months of 
aging in steel tanks on 
fine lees

soave foscarino

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Garganega 100%
Soave classico
d.o.c
Short maceration on the 
peels. Fermentation and 
agig for 12 months and 
another 6 months in
bottle

vigneti di carbonare

95 pts. - 2017 92 pts. - 2018

89 pts. - 201693 pts. - 2016

93 pts. - 2016

Top 3. - 2013

92 pts. - 2017

2017

94 pts. - 2016
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Sometimes “choices for life” are taken irration-
ally, perhaps with the conviction to be driven by 
emotions, feelings, while, on the other hand, you 
are obeying, more or less unconsciously, to some-
thing else. This happened in the early 70’s, when 
Thea and Sergio Navacchia started this adventure; 
and so it was when David and Vittorio, at their 
mother’s death in 1989, decided that wine making 
would be their future.

Sergio and Thea decided they would be 
innovative. A revolution which started from the 
vineyard (among the first to adopt high density 
planting and test not traditional varieties), and 
ended in the cellar.

Collaborations with the best Italian enologists: 
a very young Francesco Spagnoli in the early 80’s, 
then Vittorio Fiore and finally Donato Lanati, 
whose teachings were essential for Vittorio’s 
progress as agronomical and enological manager 
of the winery.

azienda agricola tre monti

Via Lola, 3 
40026 Imola BO, Italia

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Albana 100%
Vigna Bacchilega,  
Imola Estate
docg

Fermentation in Geor-
gian Amphoras (Zwevri) 
without adding yeast 
and no temperature 
control

vitalba
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 · limited stock

94 pts. - 2017

2018

2017
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colour

grapes

production area

method

 

White
Albana 100%
Podere lola di Imola
Rifermentation in bottle 
with the use of organic 
yeast

colour

type

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Passito
Albana 100%
Podere di Imola
docg

Vinification in steel 
and fermentation for 4 
months in barriques

colour

grapes

production area

 classification

method

Red
Sangiovese 100%
Comune di Forlì
d.o.c
Maceration in steel and 
concrete. Aging in new 
tonneaux of second 
passage

anabla’thea passito thea

2012 2015

2010

88 pts. - 2009

90 pts. - 2008
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Merlot 50%  
Cabernet Sauvignon 40%
Cabernet Franc 10%
Podere di Imola
d.o.c.
14 days of fermentation 
at 28° - 30°C, following 
malolactic fermentation. 
Six months in medium 
toasted second passage 
barrique. No filtration

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Chardonnay Masque 100%
Imola
i.g.p.
Fermentation at 15°C 
in steel. Aging in steel 
under nitrogen

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese 100%
Podere di Imola d.o.c.
i.g.p.
Eight days of maceration 
at 24°C in steel, contem-
porary with malolactic 
fermentation

sono bianco sono rossoboldo

|  azeinda agricola tre monti

2009

2015

90 pts. - 2008

90 pts. - 2015
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Our wines are born in a very special area at 
Vecciano di Coriano in Romagna, where the 
first hills surrounding Rimini slope down to the 
river Marano: a terroir renowned since ancient 
times for its high quality wine production. Here 
the ideal microclimate (soil, light, sea breeze 
and temperature ranges) blesses our grapes with 
special flavours and tastes.

The estate Podere Vecciano was founded in  
the early 90’s by Enio Bigucci and his son Davide; 
from the very beginning their devotion to the land 
and to the grapes turned to vine dressing based 
on living and working in symbiosis with Nature 
thus starting to apply organic and biodynamic 
farming.

The traditional agronomic practices were 
compared with the most advanced techniques 
of vine growing and vinification with the aim of 
making wines that reflect the unique character  
and quality of the terroir. Then Catia, Davide’s wife, 
joined him and the family concern was officially 
named Podere Vecciano.

podere vecciano

Via Vecciano, 23
47853 Coriano RN, Italia

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Cabernet Franc, Merlot, 
Petit Verdot 
rn 
i.g.p
Vinification in termo- 
conditioned steel vats. 
Aging in old barrique

terravolta 
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

Red
Sangiovese 90%  
altri vitigni 10%
Romagna d.o.c  
Sangiovese Superiore 
area
d.o.c
Vinifaction in termo- 
conditioned steel vats. 
Aging in steel

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Famoso
Romagna
i.g.p
Vinification in steel 
vats. Aging for a few 
months in contact with 
the yeasts

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Grechetto Gentile
Colli di Rimini d.o.c. area
d.o.c. 
Vinification in 50% on 
steel vats and 50% in 
barrique. Aging for a few 
months in contact with 
the yeasts

montetauro vigna la ginestrapian delle marne

|  podere vecciano
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As the grapes ripen and mature the first tests 
are carried out in order to determine the ideal time 
for harvesting, according to the seasons, and is 
carried out completely by hand. Picking by hand 
ensures a strict quality control and selection, ex-
cluding all grapes which are unripe or have imper-
fections.

The area was historically known as “Bandita di 
Pratolino”, a traditional hunting spot of the Medici 
family, the remains of which are now preserved in 
the bordering park of Villa Demidoff. This villa was 
purcheased in 1579 by the Grand Duke Francesco. 
The surrounding park is magnificent and today one 
can still see the remains of the grottoes and foun-
tains which once adorned the gardens, including 
the “Fontana dell’Appennino” built by Gianbolo-
gna in 1580.

camposilio

Via di Basciano, 805
50036 Vaglia FI, Italia

A glass of Camposilio wine is characterized 
by its rich garnet red color and it’s clarity. The first 
bouquet of Camposilio wine carries a wide spec-
trum of fruity fragrance ranging from red currants 
to bilberries. The flavor in the mouth is decisive 
and permeating with a tanninconsistency well in ev-
idence, but also carrying a good balance in respect 
of the other taste sensation.

The final effect is long and pleasing. Camposilio 
is both a superior quality wine production trade-
mark and a location approximately ten km from the 
hystorical centre of Florence, on the hills between 
Fiesole and Vaglia areas. The vineyards are on the 
south eastern slopes of the area along with the ol-
ive groves in the hill country 250/300 meters above 
sea level. Records show that at the beginning of 
the century the estate was producing a very good 
quality wine of 13°, which was sold to the local  
“Osterias” (wine bars) in the surrounding area.
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Merlot 65%  
Cabernet Sauvignon 35%  
Tuscany
i.g.t
Separate vinification  
for each grapes.  
Aging in small French 
oak barrells for 6 months

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese 80%
Merlot 20% 
Tuscany
i.g.t
Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and  
malolactic. Aging in 
French oak barrique  
for a few months

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese 100%
Tuscany
i.g.t 
Aging for over six 
months in steel

i venti di camposilio il boncitto di camposilio il camposilio

|  camposilio

Gold - 2004

Silver - 2003
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Fattoria La Castellina was founded in 1980 
originating from the historical properties of  
the Squarcialupi family, an ancient nobile family  
of Florentine descent, which in 1250 had about 
reached the apex of its power. The Squarcialupi 
descends from the founder Scorcialupo,  
of Longobard origins.

The Squarcialupi family had important ties 
with the nobility Fiorentina and Senese, allying 
at different times with Florence and Siena in the 
period when the two cities were rivals and fought 
in the neighboring territories of Castellina  
in Chianti, between 1200 and 1550. The family 
during that period was distinguished for being  
a ferocious and brave warrior and counted among 
some  very important people such as Antonio,  
a singer who  lived in Florence in 1400, Marcello,  
a heretic in 1500 and at the same time, Ignatius, 
the ‘Abbot of the Abbey of Montecassino,  
the seat of the powerful Benedictine order.

The Palazzo Squarcialupi, the historical site 
of Fattoria La Castellina, became an important 
center of the powerful family Squarcialupi after 
the destruction by the Florentines of their most 
important office in the Sienese territory,  

la castellina

Via Ferruccio, 26 
Castellina in Chianti, 53011 (SI), Italia 

Viale Rimembranza 28 
Castellina in Chianti, 53011 (SI), Italia 

ricudda

Località Ricudda, 37/38 
Castellina in Chianti, 53011 (SI), Italia

the Monternano Castle inn 1254. Since then  
the family has focused its power in the territory  
of Castellina in Chianti, the capital of the  
Chianti terziere, consisting of Castellina, Radda 
and Gaiole.

The Palace contains within its walls, the oldest 
coat of arms, the wolf with 6 balls at the bottom  
of the emblem, the symbol of the covenant 
between the Squarcialupi with the Medici family  
of Florence. This link is personified in the early 
1400s and up to 1450 by Antonio Squarcialupi, 
famous organist in the service of Lorenzo  
the Magnificent and owner of the Squarcialupi 
Codex, the first collection of musical works  
of  the Ars Nova, which was opposed to the Ars 
Antiqua in 1400 and it was considered profane  
by the Church. 

Also the Squarcialupi’s at the same period 
and with other branches of the family, were also 
enemies of the Medici and allied with the Pazzi 
family, the architects of the conspiracy that led  
to the death of Giuliano de ‘Medici, brother of 
Lorenzo the Magnificent in 1476.
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|  la castellina - ricudda

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese
Chianti
docg

Fermentation in raw 
terracotta amphoras  
of Impruneta. Aging on 
the peels for 11 months 
and refining tree months 
in bottle

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese
Chianti
docg

Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and malo-
lactic. Aging in barrique 
(225lt) for 224 months

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese
Chianti
docg

Temperature-controlled 
fermentation and malo-
lactic. Aging in sement 
tank and barrique (225lt)
for 12 months

chianti classico riserva chianti classicocosimo bojola - chianti classico
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 · limited stock

92 pts. - 2017
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Montero’ is the place where land and soul  
are nurtured, where viticulture becomes art  
and spiritual research. The winery, situated on the 
hills of Magliano in Toscana overlooking the sea, 
at the heart of the Morellino di Scansano’s 
production area, was born in 2009 from a vision 
of Milena and Franco Salerno. 

Biological production and bio-dynamic farming 
are the two keyword supholding the mission 
of the winery. The latter is naturally inserted in 
the surrounding environment with a drop head 
structure, becoming a single whole with nature 
respecting the morphology of the land.

Montero’ is a journey towards the point where 
the visible and the invisible come together  
and merge. It is a journey without a destination:  
you don’t get anywhere, you never finish but  
you learn, you improve yourself, you love.

Relationships are at the heart of everything  
we do: our wine contains them and transmits 
them. The wine is the message in the bottle that 
you send at sea... it is wonder.

tenuta monterò

Colle di Lupo 
58051 Magliano in Toscana GR, Italia

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Vermentino 80%
Viognier 20%
Maremma Toscana 
d.o.c.
Vinification in terracotta 
eggs and in clayer

linvisibile

2016
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Vermentino 
Maremma Toscana 
d.o.c.
Vinification in steel

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Syrah 70% 
Sangiovese 30% 
Magliano in Toscana 
d.o.c.
Vinification  
in concrete

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese 
Morellino di 
Scansano
docg 
Fermentation  
and vinification  
in concrete.  
Aging in bottle  
for 6 months

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Sangiovese 
Morellino di 
Scansano
docg

Fermentation and 
aging in concrete

mammeglio more lovemoremonterò

|  monterò

2016

20172018

2017
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Binomio means two names.  
Stefano Inama (Inama Azienda Agricola) and 
Sabatino di Properzio (Fattoria La Valentina) first 
met at Prowein in Dusseldorf in 1997. A friendship 
was born, along with the idea of producing a 
superb Montepulciano d’Abruzzo together.

The vineyard had had a rather troubled past  
as it was confiscated from the mafia hands,  
it eventually ended up in a legal auction where  
we were able to buy it. Strangely we were the  
only ones participating at the auction. In fact,  
the vineyard was known for its low production.

This old 4.2-hectare vineyard was planted  
in the 1970s in a splendid position very near to 
the Majella National Park. The uniqueness of this 
special place (300 meters above the sea level,  
20 miles from the mountains and 20 from the 
sea), the 50 year old vines, and the grape 
clone almost extinct are the main factors that 
make Binomio different. The vine is in fact an 
old Montepulciano very rare bio-type variety, 
known as the “Africa-Binomio clone”. It produces 
short-tailed bunches with small berries that 
resemble the shape of the African continent.

azienda agricola binomio

Via Torretta 52 
65010 – Spoltore (PE), Italia

It’s only by respecting nature and the appli-
cation of ancient rural techniques that our vines 
can reach their balance, expressing their complex 
essence through the goodness of the grapes. 
We leave the grass cover thick and make very few 
interventions. Wild natural vegetation and the 
proper management of the soil have led over 
the years to the vineyard’s optimal state of vegeta-
tive and productive equilibrium.

The vineyard is located in a very windy site, with 
strong thermal inversion between day and night. 
Soil is typical grey clay of Abruzzo.

Production is around 50 quintals per hectare, 
with limited thinning. Produced only in the best 
vintages.
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Montepulciano  
d’Abruzzo 100%
Abruzzo-Pescara 
d.o.c.
Maceration and 
fermentation in vertical 
vats. Aging in barriques 
for 15 months

binomio

|  binomio

95 pts. - 2015

3 Star - 2015

4 vine - 2015

Top 100 - 2020

2013

2011

92 pts. - 2010
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The history of Cantina Frentana has 
passionately been handed down since 1958;  
a story with a genuine taste, in which players may 
have changed, but the values remain untouched.  

This land, laying on Majella hills and lit up  
by the Costa dei Trabocchi splendor, has always 
been consecrated to vine cultivation and wine 
culture.

The generous chalky soil, the sweet alternation 
of sea and land breeze, the wise mitigating action 
of the sea, are much more than a cold description 
of this territory of excellence: they are our 
traditions and our history, a magic to which we 
naturally belong.

frentana
 

Contrada Perazza, 32 
66020 Rocca San Giovanni CH, Italia
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Montepulciano  
d’Abruzzo
Montepulciano  
d’Abruzzo d.o.c. area 
d.o.c.
Aging for 24 months  
in concrete

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Pecorino
Terre di Chieti i.g.t 
i.g.t
Aging for 4 months  
in steel

pecorinomontepulciano d’abruzzo

|  frentana
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cantina di venosa
 

Via Appia, 86 
Venosa (Basilicata), Italia

Venosa, a pleasant village that merits to be 
counted amongst the most beautiful ancient and 
interesting tourist localities of Italy, rich as it is of 
history and art, the poet Orazio Flacco and Prince 
Carlo Gesualdo da Venosa (madrigalist) were born 
here and there are many monuments dating back  
to Roman times, history and art intended as culture 
of Lucano wine for excellence, the aglianico. 

Here in Venosa there is, infact one of the most 
renowned wine businesses of Southern Italy: 
The Cantina of Venosa. The Cellar boasts of a rich 
tradition which has helped it expand in the course 
of the years. Founded in 1957 with few members, 
today it counts 350 (most of which from Venosa  
and nearby villages) that grow 800 hectares  
of vineyards. 

The systems that the Cellar have are 
technologically advanced, but the dedication 
and cure with which the aglianico is produced are 
the same as always: careful management of the 
members during the grape-harvest operation, 
selection of the best quality grapes, attention 
during the maceration and fermentation, 
meticolousness in the maturation phase when the 
aglianico is transferred into French or Slavonian oak 
barrels, to obtain the superior quality for which it 
excells.
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Aglianico 100%
The commune of Venosa 
d.o.c
Maceration in steel rotary 
fermenters and malolactic 
fermentation. Half of the wine 
mature in French oak barrells 
(225lt) for 9 months. Before 
bottling, the portion store 
in steel is blended with the 
oak-matured wine. At least,  
4 months of aging in bottle

gesualdo da venosa

colour

grapes

production area

method

 

Red
Merlot 
Aglianico
North eastern of Potenza
Vinification in small 
fermenters at controlled 
temperature.  
Fermentation in stain-
less steel tansk

matematico

|  cantina di venosa

BRONZE

Bronze - 2011

90 pts. - 2011
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colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

White
Malvasia
North eastern  
of Basilicata
i.g.p. 
Fermentation with a mix 
of selected wine yeasts 
at controlled temper-
ature in stainless stell 
tanks

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Rosé
Aglianico
d.o.c. Aglianico  
del Volture area
i.g.p.
Vinification in small 
tanks at controlled tem-
perature. Alcoholic and 
malolactic fermentation 
takes place in stainless 
steel tanks

colour

grapes

production area

classification

method

 

Red
Aglianico 100%
North eastern part  
of Potenza province,  
in the d.o.c. Aglianico 
del Volture area
d.o.c.
Vinification in a small tanks 
at controlled temperature. 
Alcoholic and malolactic 
fermentation takes place 
in stainless steel tanks

verbo rosato verbo rossoverbo bianco

2019

SILVER BRONZE

ASIA WINE AWARDS

2018

90 pts. - 2018 87 pts. - 2017

97 pts. - 2017

20172018

Gold. - 2017

87 pts. - 2013
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type

colour

grapes

production area

method

 

Sparkling
Red
Aglianico 100%
North eastern part  
of Potenza province,  
in the d.o.c. Aglianico 
del Volture area 
“Charmat Method” at  
a low temperature

virgola rosè

|  cantina di venosa

type

colour

grapes

production area

method

 

Sparkling
White
Moscato Bianco
d.o.c. Aglianico  
del Volture area
“Charmat Method” at  
a low temperature

virgola brut
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“This night the sky is full of rain. It does not 
promise anything good”.

That night it rained, the sea was stormy,  
it was me, Gil, Roger and the great Jefferson, 
our captain.

The ship seemed to leave us at the mercy of  
the waves, we were talking about our adventures, 
we could not wait to arrive in Italy, that great 
Country, to relax and depart again for the great 
continent. 

A tremendous wave or perhaps a sea dragon, 
I do not know if it exists, beat a massive blow 
and me and my friends were thrown on the ship’s 
bridge. We could not resist that dragon which was 
fatal, we thought not making it. To save us was that 
old trunk that we had on the ship. After a night 
at sea, Jefferson knew, somehow, that we were 
close to the land. Gil was praying, I do not know 
what he said in his despair… 

Of course the will to live was so great.

vecchio magazzino doganale

Via Pianette
87046, Montalto Uffugo CS, Italia

Our last strengths seemed to abandon us, 
when suddenly with my feet I touched the bottom. 
Roger shouted: “We are saved!” Exhausted,  
we laid down on that lovely beach. I don’t 
not know how many hours passed, perhaps a 
day, before our recovery. We found ourselves in 
a paradise, Jefferson warned that would be his 
eternal place, immediately said: “I’ll stay here 
forever.”

 Walk and walk, as in fairy tales, we walked 
along citrus and botanical trails, full of herbs. 
There we saw an Vecchio Magazzino Doganale 
where we found a family that received us. 
Giocondo, the owner, took us to work in his store, 
he was a seller of spices and smuggled distilled 
liquors. That warehouse Jefferson called it, I can 
never forget, “La Profumeria”. Years went by, I do 
not know how many, we fell in love of that territory 
that was filled every day with surprises, without 
ever losing the passion of our good drinking. Each 
of us had the raw material and knowledge to create 
their own liquor. I never made it, but they did.

“I’ll stay here forever.”
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|  vecchio magazzino doganale

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area 

Natural
9 months
40 days
Linen cloth
30°
Calabria

jefferson amaro

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural little 
cloudy
9 months
40 days
Linen cloth
25°
Calabria

colour

infusion time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural
20 days
50 days
Linen cloth
25°
Calabria

roger amaroabracadabra liquorice frack liqueur

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural little 
cloudy
12 months
50 days
Linen cloth
24°
Calabria

2018

2018
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gil rural peated gin

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural cloudy
12 months
40 days
Linen cloth
43°
Calabria

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural
11 months
50 days
Linen cloth
45°
Calabria

madame milù liqueur

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area 

Natural
9 months
40 days
Linen cloth
60°
Calabria

colour

preparation time

rest in a bottle

method of filtration

alcohol content

production area

 

Natural
2 months
80 days
Linen cloth
32°
Calabria

jefferson tintura bergamotto liqueur

spirits catalogue | 
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Mirko Kusturin − ceo
Telephone: +44 (0)757 661 1191

Salvatore Noto − ceo
Telephone: +44 (0)736 528 0764
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Website: www.indigenawines.com
Email: contact@indigenawines.com
Facebook: Indigena Wines UK
Instagram: Indigenawinesuk


